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EQUIVALENCE THEOREMS 
IN GLOBAL SINGULARITY THEORY1 

TERENCE GAFFNEY AND LESLIE WILSON 

This article is an exposition of the authors' work [8] on global equivalence of 
mappings, and of their related work with Andrew du Plessis [5 and 6] on right 
equivalence and right symmetry of map-germs. Global equivalence theorems 
allow one to establish canonical forms for various types of global singular 
behavior. This is useful, in particular, for proving theorems about simplifying 
singularities. 

For example, suppose one wants to show that any pair of singular points of a 
certain kind can be removed by homotopy. First one constructs a polynomial 
canonical form having such a pair of singular points for which one can give the 
homotopy explicitly. Then, for some C00 map / having such a pair of singular 
points, one finds a connected, open neighborhood of the singular points on which 
/ i s equivalent to the canonical form. The homotopy of/ is then induced from that 
of the canonical form. This procedure is discussed in more detail in [15]. 

In §1, we will describe the germs of the maps to which our results apply, 
namely, C°° normalizations and critical normalizations. These include many of 
the map-germs commonly studied in singularity theory, including the stable ones. 
The critical set C of a mapping / is the set of points at which / is not locally a 
submersion, and the discriminant D of / is / (C) . If / is a germ, then C and D 
denote the corresponding set-germs. Part of the definition for / to be a critical 
normalization is that /1 C: C -> D is a C°° normalization. If the domain dimen
sion n is less than the range dimension/?, then C is the domain, and the notions of 
C°° normalization and critical normalization coincide. 

We will also in §1 sketch the proof of the C°° uniqueness of normalization 
theorem: if / : Ct -> D are C°° normalizations, then there exists a 
diffeomorphism-germ h from Cx to C2 such that f2° h — fx. Thus, if two critical 
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normalizations have the same discriminant, their restrictions to their critical sets 
are right equivalent. This immediately gives both local and global equivalence 
theorems for the case n < p. In §2, we describe the proof (from [5]) that critical 
normalizations fx and f2 are right equivalent if, and only if, they have the same 
discriminant and, in the case n > p and rank of/ equal top — 1, the same index 
of the quadratic differential. 

The reason we work with right equivalence is that, for the map-germs we 
consider, the right equivalences are unique if n <p and almost unique if n — p. 
This allows us to piece these local right equivalences together to get global right 
equivalences. Our global equivalence theorems are described in §3. 

The collection of right equivalences between/and g is in one-to-one correspon
dence with Iso^(/) = {/*: f°r—f). When n>p, lsoR(f) is infinite-dimen
sional. However, it has maximal compact subgroups which are unique up to 
conjugation. We describe these in the second part of §2, and relate them to the 
maximal compact subgroups of lsoA(f) studied by Wall in [13]. 

Our approach to getting global equivalence theorems originates in Wilson's 
thesis (see [14]), where the case of stable mappings between surfaces is considered. 
Mather suggested that one should do the general case n < p by developing the 
notion of a C00 normalization. In 1975, we had our present proof of the C°° 
uniqueness of normalization theorem. However, this proof required a generaliza
tion of Glaeser's theorem on the closedness of pullback rings. This generalization 
was finally achieved by Merrien in [10], and in greater generality by Bierstone and 
Milman (see [1]). 

Gaffney, in [7], proved the local right equivalence and uniqueness results for 
analytic cirtical normalizations in the case n < p. He also proved some results for 
the case n > /?, but these were never published. Wirthmuller, in [16], proved a 
right equivalence theorem for stable analytic map-germs with « > p. His article 
was a major inspiration for the proof in [5]. Pham, in [11], also presented a local 
right equivalence theorem (which is incorrect as stated, as the example F(x, y) = 
(x, xy) and G(x, y) = (xy, JC) shows), and used it to derive equivalence theorems 
for maps with Langrangean singularities. 

The existence of maximal compact subgroups of \soR(f) was first discovered 
by Janich in [9] for finitely /^-determined germs (necessarily/? = 1). Wall in [13] 
pointed out that similar results held when R was replaced by A, or by the other 
groups considered in singularity theory. He also discusses the problem of comput
ing the maximal compact subgroups. It was Wall's article which inspired [6]. 

1. C°° normalizations. An important notion from algebraic and analytic geome
try is that of the normalization of a variety. Suppose V is the germ at 0 in kn, 
k — R or C, of an analytic variety. Let On denote the ring of analytic function-
germs at 0 in kn, let I(V) denote the ideal of those function-germs which vanish 
on V9 and let 0(V) = On/I(V). Let Ow(V) denote the integral closure of 0 ( F ) in 
its total quotient ring. V is normal if Ow(V) — 0(V). An analytic map-germ/: 
S -» V is a normalization of V if S is normal and / induces an isomorphism /*: 
Ow(V) -> O(S). It is well known that every variety-germ admits a normalization. 
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Furthermore, it is easy to see that normalizations are unique up to right 
equivalence: if/: St -* V, i — 1,2, are normalizations, then/2* ° ( / f ) - 1 : 0(S}) -+ 
0(S2) is an isomorphism, which must be r* for some bianalytic r: S2 -* S}; 
necessarily,/, ° r — f2. 

Suppose C and D are germs of sets at 0 in W and R^ respectively. A map-germ 
/ : C -+ D is called C°° if it is the restriction of a C00 map-germ between R" and 
R^. It is called a C°° diffeomorphism-germ if it has a C00 inverse (note that/? need 
not equal n for this to hold). We say / is a C00 normalization of D if C has 
constant dimension, 2) = / ( C ) , a n d / i s C00 equivalent to an analytic normaliza
tion. More precisely, we will assume that there exist variety-germs S and V in Ra 

and Rfe respectively, an analytic normalization g: £ -> V, and C°° diffeomor-
phism-germs r: C -» Sm (S m is the subset of S at which the dimension of S is 
maximal) and I: D -> g(Sm) such that g o r — I o f. 

THEOREM 1.1 (UNIQUENESS OF C°° NORMALIZATION). Suppose/: C -> D am/g: 
S -> D are C00 normalizations of D. Then there is a C°° diffeomorphism-germ r: 
S -» C swc/z //raf g—f°r. If the ambient spaces of C and S have the same 
dimension, then r is the restriction of a diffeomorphism-germ of the ambient spaces. 

This is proved in [8]. We will sketch the proof in the case C = S — the germ of 
Rn at 0, omitting a number of technical considerations. First, it is easy to reduce 
the proof to the case where g is analytic, so we will assume that it is. We let F: 
U -» A and G: V -» A be representatives of / and g, where U and V are open 
neighborhoods of 0 in R" and A = F(U) = G(V) is a representative of D. Let Wy 

denote the variety-germ spanned by the germ A^ of A at y. 
There is an analytic universal denominator d such that its germ dy is not a zero 

divisor in 0(Wy) and dyOw(Wy) C 0(Wy) for all y G A sufficiently near 0. F 
induces a formal power series normalization of Wy for each _yGA sufficiently 
near 0. For a E C°°(£/), let Txa denote the Taylor series of a at x. Shrinking our 
representatives if necessary, we have that, to each a in C°°(U) and each y in A, 
there corresponds a formal power series a such that, for all x in F_1(j^), 
Tx((d o F)a) = 0 © TXF. By recent generalizations of Glaeser's Composition 
Theorem due to Merrien (see [10]) and Bierstone and Milman (see [1]), this 
implies that there is an a G C°°(A) such that (d ° F)a = a ° F. In fact, in our 
case the conclusion follows from the fact that F is equivalent to an analytic map 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 of [1]. 

In summary, for each a G C°°(U) there exists an a G C°°(A) such that 
a — (a/d) ° F. Furthermore, for all x G V, Tx((a/d) ° G) satisfies an integral 
equation with formal power series coefficients. Since R" is normal, Tx(d o G) 
divides Tx(a ° G) for all x in V. Since d ° G is analytic, (0 o G)/(d o G) is C00 by 
Malgrange's theorem on division by analytic functions. 

Thus, for each coordinate function xi9 i = l , . . . ,w, there exists hi G C°°(F) 
such that xto F'x o G — ht wherever i7 - 1 ° G is well defined. Then H — 
(A,,. . . ,/*„) is a C00 diffeomorphism from F to U. So G = i7 ° / / where 77-1 ° G is 
defined. By continuity G = F ° / / on all of K 
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2. Existence and uniqueness of local right equivalences. Let / : (Rn, 0) -> (R^, 0) 
be a C°° map-germ. Let C ( / ) denote the critical set of/, that is, the set of points 
at which df has rank less than p. Let / ( / ) denote the ideal generated by p X p 
minors of the Jacobian matrix of / in the ring of C°° germs, and let I(C(f)) 
denote the ideal of all C°° germs vanishing on C(f). We say / is a critical 
normalization if / ( / ) = / (C ( / ) ) a n d / | C ( / ) : C(f) -> / (C( / ) ) is a C°° normali
zation. 

Critical normalizations are studied in [5]. In particular, it is shown there that if 
/ is equivalent to an analytic germ g whose complexification g c is one-to-one on 
C(gc) off a codimension one sub variety of C(gc) and 7 ^ is transverse to the 
first-order Thom-Boardman singularities off a codimension two subvariety of 
C(gc), then / is a critical normalization. Thus critical normalizations are com
mon. The collection of critical normalizations includes all stable germs and all 
those Thorn-Mather topologically stable germs (germs which are multitransverse 
to Mather's canonical stratification) which are equivalent to analytic germs. 
Furthermore, finitely ^-determined germs (see [12, especially §2]) are critical 
normalizations as long as/? > 2 and the critical set is not an isolated point. 

The quadratic differential d2f(0) o f / i s a quadratic form from the kernel to the 
cokernel of df(0) (see [2]). Suppose / has rank p — 1 at 0. We choose an 
orientation of cok df(0\ which is one-dimensional. Then d2f(0) has a well-defined 
index (the dimension of the space spanned by those eigenvectors corresponding to 
negative eigenvalues). The following theorem is proven in [5]: 

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose/andg are critical normalizations withf(C( f)) = g(C(g)). 
If either f or g has rank unequal to p — 1 at 0, then f and g are right equivalent. 
Suppose f and g have rank p — 1 at 0. Then df(0) and dg(0) have the same image 
and d2f(0) and d2g(0) have the same rank. We give cok df(0) and cok dg(0) the 
same orientation. If d2f(Q) and d2g(0) have the same index, then f and g are right 
equivalent. 

We will now sketch the proof of this theorem. First, by Theorem 1.1, we can 
assume that /and g have the same critical set C and tha t / | C = g | C. If n < p, we 
are done. From now on, we assume n> p. Let E% denote the space of germs at 0 
of C°° maps from R" to R ,̂ let En be the ring E\, let mn be the unique maximal 
ideal of En consisting of those functions which vanish at 0, and let mk

n denote the 
kth power of this ideal. Then/ | C — g \ C implies that g is i n / + J(f)E£. 

If M is any p by p minor of df, then 

(*) (det M ) / = MMadJ, 

where Madj is the transpose of the matrix of p — 1 by p — 1 cofactors of M. 
Therefore, (det M)E? C ME£ and so J(f)E£ C dfE^. Thus g - / = <//(£) for 
some £ G E£. At a generalized fold point of / , local coordinates can be chosen 
put t ing/ in the form/(w, x) - (w,2 ± x2). Using this canonical form, it is easy 
to see that £ = 0 at these generalized fold points. But these points are dense in C, 
hence £ is in J(f)E". (This argument is due to Wirthmiiller.) 
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Suppose the rank of df at 0 is p — 1. Then local coordinates can be chosen 
putting/in the form 
(f) f(u,v,x,y,z) = (u,v, y2ukxk + Q(y) + F(u,v,x, z)) , 

where Q(y) — y2 + • • • +j>/
2 — ^2

+1 — • • • — y2 and d2F(0) = 0. Since g is in 
/ + df(J(f)E"), the form of g can be simply described, and we can construct 
explicitly a diffeomorphism-germ r such that g ° r — / is in m3

nE^. Our r leaves 
C ( / ) fixed, which implies that g ° r — / i s in df(J(f)E"). Using (f), we can show 
that 

df(j(f)En») fl m3„£,f C < / / ( ( ^ H / ( / ) ) £ ; ) . 

If the rank of d/(0) is less than p — 1, then each element of Madj (see (*)) is in 
m„, so J(f) d m2

n. Thus, whether d/(0) has rank p — 1 or rank less than p — \, 
Theorem 2.1 will be proved once we establish the following very general de-
terminacy result. Let Rf be the group of all diffeomorphism-germs of the form 
id + h, where id is the identity map and h is in (m\ Pi J(f))E%. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. For any f and g in E* with g - f E df((m2
n C / ( / ) ) £ * ) , there 

exists r E Rf such that f" = g o r. 

This proposition is proved following the usual pattern for determinacy theo
rems. Let F(x, t) = f(x) + t(g(x) — f(x)). We will show that there is a smooth 
family of diffeomorphism-germs rt E Rf such that F(rt(x), t) — f(x) for all 
t E [0,1]. By the usual integration of vector fields argument, it is enough to show 
that dF/dt = g — / i s in dF((m2

n D J(f))E"+l), where dF denotes the derivatives 
of F with respect to the JC variables. 

First we establish the approximation lemma: d(g — f) — df- N, where N is an 
n by n matrix with entries in En such that A^O) is upper triangular. In case df(0) 
has rank less than/? — 1, (*) shows that J(f)E% C df(mnE"). By the product rule 
3(g - / ) / 3 J C - E df(mnEZ) for all /, so we have such an N with JV(0) = 0. If df(0) 
has rank p — 1, then we use the canonical form (f) to construct N. 

By the approximation lemma, dF = df(I + tN), and hence g — / is in 
dF(I + tN)-\(m2

n n J(f))En") C dF((ml n J(f))En"+l) as desired. 
Define Iso^(/) (respectively Iso^(/)) to be the set of diffeomorphism-germs 

(respectively homeomorphism-germs) r such that f ° r = f. We say / is a critical 
simplification if«/(/) = I(C(f)) a n d / i s one-to-one on an open, dense subset of 
C(f) (in particular, critical normalizations are critical simplifications). It is 
obvious that Iso#( / ) and Iso^( / ) are trivial if n < p (since C( / ) is the entire 
domain). They are almost trivial if n —p. However, if n >p, these groups are 
infinite-dimensional. The following theorem is proved in [6]: 

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose / : (R",0) -> (R^O) is a critical simplification. lsoR(f) 
contains a maximal compact subgroup Gf\ all compact subgroups of lsoR(f) are 
conjugate by an element in lsoR(f) to a subgroup of Gf. If the rank of df(0) is less 
thanp - 1, then Gf = {id}. If the rank ofdf(Q) is p - 1, then Gf ^ O(i) X 0(r - /), 
where i is the index and r is the rank of d2f(0). Furthermore, the quotient 
lsoR(f)/Gj is contractible in the sense of Janich (see [9 and 5]). 
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We will give a brief sketch of the proof of this theorem. The case n < p is 
completely trivial, so we can assume n^p. If G is a compact subgroup of 
I s o ^ / ) , Bochner's local linearization theorem implies that G can be conjugated 
by a diffeomorphism-germ io jxG C GL(n), the group of differentials at 0 of 
elements of G. Thus the fixed point set of the action of G is a manifold-germ, 
which necessarily contains C( / ) . If df(Q) has rank less than p — 1, then / ( / ) C 
m\, which implies that C(f) is not contained in any proper submanifold-germ. 
Thus G is trivial. 

Now we assume df(0) has rank p — 1. The basic idea of our proof is the same 
as in [9 or 13]. We know that Lie groups with finitely many connected compo
nents have maximal compact subgroups, unique up to conjugation. Janich uses 
the finite /^-determinacy of / to show that the Lie g r o u p / ^ I s o ^ / ) adequately 
models lsoR(f), for appropriate k. We are basically interested in the case/? > 1, 
where there are no finitely ^-determined germs, so we must employ a different 
notion of finite determinacy. 

We use Theorem 2.1 and its proof, and particularly Proposition 2.2. These 
show that the action o n / -f df(J(f)E") of the group Rc of diffeomorphism-germs 
leaving C(f) pointwise fixed is adequately modelled by the action of L =j\Rc) 
on 

(f+df(J(f)En"))/{f+df((mlnj(f))En»)). 
We assume/is in the canonical form (f); then O(i) X 0(r — i) is in lsoR(f). 

In these coordinates, L consists of all linear transformations which leave uxz-space 
pointwise fixed. The proof that O(i) X 0(r — i) is a maximal compact subgroup 
of lsoR(f) reduces to showing that it is a maximal compact subgroup of 

jl(IsoR(f)) = lsoL(f2), 
where f2(u, v, x, y, z) — (u, D , 2 uixi + Q{y)). This is a nice exercise in linear 
algebra. The last statement of Theorem 2.3 is proved just as in [9], 

Suppose that / is both finitely A -determined and a critical normalization. By 
Theorem 2.3 and [13], there are maximal compact subgroups Gr of Iso#(/) and Ga 

o( lsoA(f). Let Aut(Z>) denote the group of diffeomorphism-germs which take D 
into itself, where D is the discriminant set of/. It is proved in [6] that Aut(Z>) 
contains a maximal compact subgroup Gh unique up to conjugation in Aut(Z)), 
and Ga^ Gr® G;. 

For the rest of this section we will restrict our attention to the case n — p. The 
next proposition is proved in [8]. We will not discuss the proof. 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose / : (R",0) -> (R",0) is a critical simplification. Then 
lso°R(f) has at most two elements', if it has two elements, then the complement of 
C(f) has exactly two connected components, which are permuted by the nontrivial 
element oflso°R(f). 

Since Iso^(/) is contained in Iso^(/), it is in particular compact, hence equals 
its maximal compact subgroup. Note that a rank n — 1 germ from (R",0) to 
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(R",0) with nonzero quadratic differential must be a fold. Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 
and Proposition 2.4 yield the following, which was first proved in [7]: 

COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose / , g: (R",0) -> (R",0) are critical normalizations and 
/ ( C ( / ) ) = g(C(g)). If f is a fold, we also assume f and g have the same image. 
Then f and g are right equivalent. The right equivalence is unique unless f and g are 
folds, in which case there are two right equivalences. 

Suppose / : (Rn, 0) -* (R", 0) is a critical simplification. If lso°R(f) has two 
elements, bu t / i s not a fold germ, then we say/is a pseudofold. 

Notice that if the cusp locus of/contains the origin in its closure, then/is not a 
pseudofold at the origin (for h G lso°R(f) must be the identity in a neighborhood 
of the cusp set, and hence must preserve components of the complement of 
C( / ) ) . This shows that the Thorn-Mather topologically stable maps have no 
pseudofolds. The maps/ (x , y) — (x, y2t + xy), t > 1, have pseudofold points at 
the origin. The following follows easily from Corollary 2.5: 

COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose f, g: (R",0) -> (R*,0) are critical normalizations, but 
not pseudofolds. If f= g ° h, where h is a homeomorphism-germ, then h is a C°° 
diffeomorphism-germ. 

3. Global right equivalences. In this section, we discuss extensions of the local 
right equivalence results of §§1 and 2 to the global case. We consider C°° maps/: 
N" - Pp. 

For the moment, we consider the case of general n and p. While the definitions 
and results of §§1 and 2 were stated for germs at 0 in Euclidean space, they 
extend immediately to include germs at a finite set in a manifold. A C°° map / : 
N -» P is called a critical normalization if, for each _yG/(C(/ ) ) , C = f~\y) H 
C ( / ) is finite, the germ fc: Nc -> P is a critical normalization, and f\C(f): 
C(f) -* / (C( / ) ) is proper. When n <p, the critical set C(f) = N, and a critical 
normalization/is called a C°° normalization of its image f(N). 

All stable mappings are critical normalizations, as are those mappings of finite 
^4-codimension in dimensions/? > 2 which have no isolated critical points. 

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 and the 
uniqueness of the local right equivalences: 

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose f: N" -* Pp, n <p, are C°° normalizations of fx{Nx) — 
f2(N2). Then fx and f2 are right equivalent. (In particular, N} and N2 are diffeomor-
phic.) 

From now on, we will restrict our attention to the case n— p. Suppose/and g 
are two critical normalizations wi th / (C( / ) ) = g(C(g)). The same argument as 
for Theorem 3.1 implies that f\C(f) and g | C(g) are right equivalent, that is 
there is a diffeomorphism r from a neighborhood of C( / ) to a neighborhood of 
C(g) such that r(C(f)) = C(g) and, letting h = r \ C ( / ) , / | C(f) = g o h. 
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Let F(f) denote the set of fold points o f / a n d let K(f) be C(f)\F(f). We 
can apply Corollary 2.5 to show that r can be chosen in a neighborhood of K(f) 
so tha t / = g o r on this neighborhood. 

Now let V be a component of C ( / ) consisting entirely of fold points, and let 
Vx — h(V). We say / and g satisfy the fold condition if they fold in the same 
direction at one, and hence every, pair of corresponding points on V and V\ for 
each such V. Let wx{f) denote the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the normal 
bundle to F{ f) in Nx. We say that / and g have the same normal structure at folds 
if w\(f) ~ h*w\(g)> where h is the diffeomorphism from C ( / ) to C(g) such that 
f\C(f) = g°h. 

If / and g satisfy the fold condition and have the same normal structure at 
folds, then / and g are right equivalent in a neighborhood of the fold set, and at 
each connected component of the fold set there are exactly two germs of right 
equivalences. 

Let F be a connected component of F( f ) , and let K be a connected component 
of K( f) such that K lies in the closure of F. The unique right equivalence between 
/ and g defined in a neighborhood of K is compatible with one of the two right 
equivalences defined in a neighborhood of F. We say that K determines this right 
equivalence at F. 

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose/, g: Nn -> Pp are critical normalizations withf(C(f)) = 
g(C(g)). Suppose f and g satisfy the fold condition and have the same normal 
structure at folds. Finally, suppose that for each component F of the fold set off, the 
components of K(f) lying in the closure of F all determine the same right 
equivalence at F. Then f and g are right equivalent in a neighborhood of their critical 
sets. 

This is Theorem 3.4 of [8]. We give examples there of critical normalizations 
which do not satisfy the various hypotheses of the theorem. 

The next question is: if / and g are right equivalent in neighborhoods of their 
critical sets, then can the right equivalences be extended globally? This reduces to 
the problem of classifying up to right equivalence immersions of a manifold with 
boundary (into another manifold of the same dimension) which extend a given 
immersion of the boundary. This has only been solved for n < 2. 

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose f and g are critical normalizations without pseudofold 
points. If f'— g o h for some homeomorphism h, then h must be a C00 diffeomor
phism. 

This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.6. 
In a related question, Damon in [3] has given an example of topologically 

stable maps which are topologically right-left equivalent but not C00 right-left 
equivalent. In Damon's example,/(C(/)) and g(C(g)) are not C°° diffeomorphic. 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 show that, for n < /?, C° right-C00 left equivalence implies 
C00 right-left equivalence. 

An open problem is to extend the results of this section to the case n > p. 
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